
We are committed to ensuring that 
children are able to recognise the 
importance of maths in the wider world 
and that they are able to use their 
mathematical skills and knowledge 
confidently in their lives. We want all 
children to enjoy mathematics and to 
experience success in the subject, and 
have the ability to reason 
mathematically. We aim to develop 
children's curiosity, as well as an 
appreciation of the beauty and power of 
mathematics.

Aims for every child:
• Become fluent in the fundamentals 

of mathematics
• Be able to reason mathematically
• Solve problems by applying their 

mathematical knowledge

EXPLICIT & DIRECT INSTRUCTION

Clear explanations

Planned opportunities to unpick 
misconceptions

Small steps sequenced learning

Regular modelling using concrete 
apparatus and visual imagery

Use of CPA (Concrete > Pictorial > 
Abstract) approach. 

CONTENT

White Rose Maths adapted to suit 
pupil needs

Planned progression between year 
groups

Responsive teaching to pupil needs

Explanations expected, using 
mathematical vocabulary

 

DEPTH 

Pupils accrue knowledge to achieve 
greater depth understanding of maths 
concepts

Use of questioning to extend thinking

Provide opportunities to unpick 
misconceptions and be able to explain 
why something is incorrect

Challenge is built into every lesson
 

SUPPORT 

Every pupil has access to the National 
Curriculum Programme of Study

Regular mini-assessments 

1-1 and small group intervention

Same Day Interventions whenever 
possible

Keep up rather than catch up

 

PROGRESS 

 Clear success criteria

The curriculum is the progression 
model

Self- marking and correcting errors

Beginning and end of year 
assessments

RETRIEVAL PRACTICE 

Key vocabulary and concepts revisited 
systematically through Daily Practice

Regular counting exercises

Learning Walls with key information

Collaborate within maths lessons using 
talk partners

Times tables 1-12 and Number Bonds 
1-100

MATHS at Hemblington Primary School

FLUENCY

Manipulatives and visual images are 
used to develop mathematical 
language 

Mastery in maths approach

Regular mental recall activities 

Times Tables Rockstars in KS2

Fluency in both mental and written 
methods to solve calculations


